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Schools must use the funding to make additional and sustainable improvements to the quality of Physical Education, Sport and Physical Activity (PESPA) they
offer. This means that you should use the Primary PE and Sport Premium to:
•
•

Develop or add to the PESPA activities that your school already offer
Build capacity and capability within the school to ensure that improvements made now will benefit pupils joining the
school in future years

Please visit gov.uk for the revised DfE guidance including the 5 key indicators across which schools should
demonstrate an improvement. This document will help you to review your provision and to report
your spend. DfE encourages schools to use this template as an effective way of meeting the reporting
requirements of the Primary PE and Sport Premium.
We recommend you start by reflecting on the impact of current provision and reviewing the previous
spend. Under the Ofsted Schools Inspection Framework, inspectors will assess how effectively leaders use the
Primary PE and Sport Premium and measure its impact on outcomes for pupils, and how effectively governors
hold them to account for this.
Schools are required to publish details of how they spend this funding as
well as on the impact it has on pupils’ PE and sport participation and
attainment by the end of the summer term or by 31 July 2019 at the
latest.
We recommend regularly updating the table and publishing it
on your website throughout the year, as evidence of your
ongoing review into how you are using the money to
secure maximum, sustainable impact. To see an
example of how to complete the table please
click HERE.
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Support for review and reflection - considering the 5 key indicators from DfE, what development needs are a priority for your setting and your
students now and why? Use the space below to reflect on previous spend, identify current need and priorities for the future.

Key achievements to date:
















Areas for further improvement and baseline evidence of need:

All children from Y1 to Y6 do the fit in fifteen at least three times per week.
Pupil surveys show children enjoy the variety of fit-in-fifteen rather than the
single activity of the daily mile.
Active learning part of the monitoring and review cycle. Active learning part
of the teaching and learning culture.
Pupil voice showed the children enjoyed the new equipment, particularly the
construction equipment in KS1.
Line marking in KS2 enabled the creation of distinct areas of activity on the
playground.
Equipment such as basketball hoops enabled a range of ball games to take
places.
Brain breaks and chunked learning are used by all classes but utilised to a
greater extend when this is appropriate to the class.
Two PE lessons per week.
Active playtimes.
PE assessment after each unit of work and inputting levels once per year.
Resources altered in distribution depending on the units of work being
taught. The outdoor shed is used for outdoor PE resources – Autumn
invasion games, Winter invasion games, Spring – athletics and Summer
striking and fielding games with resources not being used outdoors stored in
the cupboard off the hall with gymnastics equipment.
55% [target 60%] of KS1 children participated in school sporting clubs.
85% [target 90%] of KS2 children took part in a school sporting club.
85% [target 90%] of KS2 disadvantaged children took part in a school
sporting club.
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Fit-in-fifteen to be part of all classes recovery curriculum with two
opportunities to engage in this each day.
Pupil voice to be a key driver in shaping the fit-in-fifteen programme with
termly surveys used to assess enjoyment [Oct HT, Feb HT and May HT].
To evaluate ways to ensure active learning takes place in Covid-secure ways.
Further extend the opportunities for children to be active in Covid secure ways
at playtime and dinner time including year group play equipment.
Complete pupil well-being surveys before the children return to school in
September 2020.
Broaden the range of sporting clubs based on pupil voice and to include
disadvantaged pupils.
To use the PE specialist to plan and assess learning based on gaps from
2019/20.
Resources ordered to support outdoor PE in particular and also fit-in-fifteen.
Consider competitions between class bubbles and in class bubbles in school
which can take place in Covid secure ways, particularly focusing on Y3 and Y4
who took part in less competitions than Y5 and Y6 last year.

Meeting national curriculum requirements for swimming and water safety

Please complete all of the below:

What percentage of your current Year 6 cohort swim competently, confidently and proficiently over a
distance of at least 25 metres?
N.B. Even though your children may swim in another year please report on their attainment on leaving
primary school.
What percentage of your current Year 6 cohort use a range of strokes effectively [for example, front crawl,
backstroke and breaststroke]?

86%

86%

What percentage of your current Year 6 cohort perform safe self-rescue in different water-based situations? 93%

Schools can choose to use the Primary PE and Sport Premium to provide additional provision for swimming
but this must be for activity over and above the national curriculum requirements. Have you used it in this
way?
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Yes/No

Action Plan and Budget Tracking
Capture your intended annual spend against the 5 key indicators. Clarify the success criteria and
evidence of impact that you intend to measure to evaluate for students today and for the future.

Academic Year: 2019/20

Total fund allocated: £19,400

Date Updated: 04.09.19 & 23.07.20

Funds carried forward to 2020/21
£7990.16
Key indicator 1: The engagement of all pupils in regular physical activity – Chief Medical Officer guidelines recommend that Percentage of total allocation:
primary school children undertake at least 30 minutes of physical activity a day in school
£4333.84
22%
Actions to achieve:
Evidence and impact:
School focus with clarity on
Funding
Sustainability and suggested
intended impact on pupils:
allocated:
next steps:
1. Children gain fitness through
regular physical activity.






2. To provide a range active
learning activities during the
school day.

3. Provide an environment outside
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£0
All classes take part in ‘fit in
fifteen which can happen in
winter months.
Evaluate this termly with pupil
voice.
Take part in wider events to
continue momentum in this
area.

Embed active learning across
school.
Active learning to be part of
monthly drop-in review.

Line marking completed by the
school council added to the KS1 £2480.40
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All children from Y1 to Y6
do the fit in fifteen at least
three times per week.
Pupil surveys show children
enjoy the variety of fit-infifteen rather than the
single activity of the daily
mile.






Active learning part of the
monitoring and review
cycle. Active learning part of
the teaching and learning
culture.



Fit-in-fifteen to be part of
all classes recovery
curriculum with two
opportunities to engage in
this each day.
Pupil voice to be a key
driver in shaping the fit-infifteen programme with
termly surveys used to
assess enjoyment [Oct HT,
Feb HT and May HT].
To evaluate ways to
ensure active learning
takes place in Covidsecure ways.

Further extend the

which encourages regular
physical activity.




and KS2 playgrounds.
Sports council set up the
equipment in different ways to
use the lines differently.
Purchase new play equipment,
£1,853.44
including permanent KS1
structures, once line markings
are complete.







Key indicator 2: The profile of PESSPA being raised across the school as a tool for whole school improvement.
School focus with clarity on
intended impact on pupils:
1. To use sporting activities to
promote engagement in
learning.

Actions to achieve:



2. To use sporting activities to
promote pupil well-being and
self-esteem.
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Funding
allocated:

Evidence and impact:

To monitor that each class is £0
fulfilling at least three times
per week fit in fifteen.
Brain-breaks used when these £0
are appropriate for particular
children/classes.



Two PE lessons per week.
£0
Active playtimes.
Fit in fifteen three or more
times per week.
A range of sporting after school
clubs.
Termly pupil voice around fit in
fifteen, always considering
what we could do differently.
Annual review of pupil well-
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opportunities for children
to be active in Covid
secure ways at playtime
and dinner time including
year group play
equipment.

Pupil voice showed the
children enjoyed the new
equipment, particularly the
construction equipment in
KS1.
Line marking in KS2 enabled
the creation of distinct
areas of activity on the
playground.
Equipment such as
basketball hoops enabled a
range of ball games to take
places.

Percentage of total allocation:
0%
Sustainability and suggested
next steps:

Fit-in-fifteen takes place in
each class.
Brain breaks and chunked
learning are used by all
classes but utilised to a
greater extend when this is
appropriate to the class.



Complete pupil well-being
surveys before the
children return to school
in September 2020.

Two PE lessons per week.
Active playtimes.
Fit in fifteen three or more
times per week.
A range of sporting after
school clubs which included
basketball, football in a
variety of ages, cross
country and dodgeball.



Broaden the range of
sporting clubs based on
pupil voice and to include
disadvantaged pupils.

being.
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Key indicator 3: Increased confidence, knowledge and skills of all staff in teaching PE and sport

Percentage of total allocation:

School focus with clarity on intended Actions to achieve:
impact on pupils:

£6576
34%
Sustainability and suggested
next steps:

1. To improve the planning,
teaching and assessment of PE
lessons in school.






2. To audit resources, maintain
large equipment and purchase
new resources.



Funding
allocated:

£6000 PE
Develop the use of the Val
Specialist
Sabin PE Scheme of work.
Develop the role of teachers
in PE specialist lessons, with
teachers leading and
£180 bench
evaluating with the PE
service
specialist.
Teachers work with the PE
specialist to assess learning at
the end of each unit of work.

To order resources so that
staff have the equipment to
teach active PE lessons.

£396 basketball
hoops

Key indicator 4: Broader experience of a range of sports and activities offered to all pupils
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Evidence and impact:


PE assessment after each unit To use the PE specialist to plan
of work and inputting levels and assess learning based on
gaps from 2019/20.
once per year.



Resources ordered to support
Resources altered in
distribution depending on the outdoor PE in particular and also
units of work being taught. fit-in-fifteen.
The outdoor shed is used for
outdoor PE resources –
Autumn invasion games,
Winter invasion games,
Spring – athletics and
Summer striking and fielding
games with resources not
being used outdoors stored in
the cupboard off the hall with
gymnastics equipment.

Percentage of total allocation:
0%

School focus with clarity on intended Actions to achieve:
impact on pupils:
1. To increase children’s involvement in
school sporting clubs.
a. 60% of KS1 children part in a school
sporting club.
b. 90% of KS2 children take part in a
school sporting club.
c. The participation of KS2
disadvantaged children is in line with
all children.







Regular pupil voice around
sporting clubs, starting with
those children who did not
take part in clubs last year.
Clubs linking to competitions
to give a purpose.
Continue popular clubs from
last year.
Termly data collection of
participation and targeted
clubs linked to children who
are not participating.

Funding
allocated:
Extra club
provision did not
take places as this
would have been
in Spring and
Summer Term.

Evidence and impact:
a. 55% of KS1 children
participated in school
sporting clubs.
b. 85% of KS2 children took
part in a school sporting
club.
c. 85% of KS2 disadvantaged
children took part in a school
sporting club.

Sustainability and suggested
next steps:


Broaden the range of
sporting clubs based of
pupil voice and to include
disadvantaged pupils.

Key indicator 5: Increased participation in competitive sport

Percentage of total allocation:

School focus with clarity on intended Actions to achieve:
impact on pupils:

£500
3%
Sustainability and suggested
next steps:

To increase participation in competitive
school sports.
a. 50% of children in KS2 compete
in competitive sport on more
than one occasion.
b. The school qualifies for more
finals than the previous year.
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Run after school clubs which
lead culminate in
competitions.
Ensure a range of children in
each class get the chance to
represent the school.
Ensure the school competes
in wide range of sporting
activities to encourage more
children to be involved.
Ensure children who exhibit
excellence have a chance to
showcase this at a Rotherham
level.
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Funding
allocated:

Evidence and impact:

£500 for the
Consider competitions between
 After school clubs were
payment of TAs
class bubbles and in class bubbles
linked to competitions.
outside working a. 36% of children in KS2 took part in school which can take place in
hours and School
Covid secure ways, particularly
in competitive sport on more
Games costs.
focusing on Y3 and Y4 who took
than one occasion.
b. The children reached three finals part in less competitions than Y5
in competitions this year in under and Y6 last year.
two terms compared with seven
finals in three terms last year.

